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NEGOTIATING ISLAMIC IDENTITY IN EGYPT 

THROUGH BIOETHICS 

CONTESTING "THE WEST" AND SAUDI ARABIA 

Thomas Eich and Bjorn Bentlage 

Introduction 

A North African country with a population of approximately 
70 million, Egypt is the most populous country in the Middle East/ 
North Africa region. The population is growing at a rapid 2% per 
annum, and the religious breakdown is roughly 90% Sunni Muslim, 

with the remaining 10% predominately Christian. In recent decades, 
Egypt's economy has suffered from large deficits. A high inflation rate 

posed enormous challenges in the 1980s and 1990s, but has more 
recently been on significant decline. Offically, Egypt is a presidential 
democracy. The country has been led by military officers since the 

23rd of July revolution in 1952, with president Hosni Mubarak 

holding office from 1981 until 2011. Parliamentary elections are rou
tinely criticized by opposition political forces, as well as by interna
tional organizations, for being illiberal and unfair. Still, Egypt's 
multiparty parliament is far from a mere puppet in the president's 
hands. Paired with an increasingly important modern mass media, 
parliamentary plurality placed constraints on Mubarak's political 

power. Therefore, it had become increasingly important for Mubarak 
to present his political decisions as legitimate to Egypt's large popula

tion. Although socialist/secularist ideologies have heavily influenced 

the military government since the 1952 revolution, governments have 
swayed back and forth between attempts to exert control over reli
gious life via funding, appointment, cooptation, and nationalization 

of its institutions, and granting influence and independence in return 
for legitimization. Egypt's legal system is based on the !ari'a, as declared 
by an amendment to the constitution in 1981. The conformity oflaws 

to the fari'a is usually certified by the leading religious institutions, 
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and mosques and the al-Azhar's religious education system play a determinant 

role in social life.1 

We will show that bioethics functions as the place for Egyptians to freely 
negotiate their values and vision of Egyptian society. 2 It is true that other issues, 
such as the recent constitutional changes-most likely intended to prepare the 
transferral of the presidential office from Hosni Mubarak to his son, Gamal-are 
also fervently contested by Egypt's public. However, until recently, issues directly 
related to Mubarak's position and power cannot really be discussed freely as a 
means of negotiating and shaping Egyptian identity. 

First, we will briefly characterize the key actors in the field of Egyptian bioeth
ics ( without any claim to completeness, of course). In the second part, we present 
two case studies to show how institutions and individuals interact. These cases are 
public debates about medical personnel wearing face veils (niqab) and female 
genital mutilation (FGM). These cases are not meant to represent bioethics in 
Egypt as a whole. Bioethics as a discipline in its own right is just beginning to 
emerge in Egypt. As in many other Muslim-majority countries, bioethics is largely 
considered a branch of the ethical reasoning inherent to Islamic law. Hence, 
Egyptian bioethics effectively "functions" by treating individual issues in order to 
identify specific rules, rather than "developing independent reflection with 
respect to the clinical decision-making phase."3 Therefore, we have chosen to 
present some of the most recent and public debates relating to bioethics at large, 
in order to illustrate the many possible ways in which the key actors of Egyptian 
bioethics interact. The fact that they both relate to sexuality, and the role of 

women in society, certainly limits the scope of observations we were able to make 
in this article. However, we think that this common link appears to be an impor

tant point in the current development that ought not to be neglected.4 

We will argue that the social functions of bioethics in Egypt, by and 

large, provide powerful symbols in public debates to negotiate what it means 

1. Moustafa, 2000.
2. Many bioethical discussions in the Middle East are similar co debates in Europe and _rhe
United States, because certain assumptions and concepts questioned by scientific and medical 

developments are common co both regions, as can be seen in the debates about the bram death
criteria for example. Other discussions clearly differ because they arise partic�larly from con
cepts, beliefs, or regulations in the Islamic faith-whether Muslims may receive organs trans
planted from a non-Muslim for instance-or from developments and factors special to the 

regional or national history, like the importance of prenatal diagnosis due to a relatively high 

percentage of marriage among relatives.
3. Atighetchi, 2007: 19.
4. There are other currently hotly debated issues in Egyptian bioethics, such as the govern
ment's plans to reform the health insurance system, or organ transplantation, which are not
genuinely linked to gender issues.
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( or should mean) to be Egyptian today. As we will show, Egyptians' reactions to 
these changes do not create a binary paradigm of secularism or even laicism versus 
a religiously oriented society. Alternatively, it is largely agreed upon that the fun
damental referential framework for defining Egyptian identity is Islam. Therefore, 
Egyptians do not negotiate "how Islamic do we want to be?" but rather "in any 
given situation, what does it mean to act as a good Muslim?" 

The Actors 

Government Religious Actors 

Ministry of Religious Endowments (wizarat al-awqaj) 

The Ministry of Religious Endowments (awqaf) is the state's most important 
instrument to centralize authority over the religious sector. The Ministry chan
nels state funding, and is involved in licensing and appointing preachers and 
deciding the topics to be covered in state-controlled mosques.5 The current min
ister of awqdfis Dr. Mal:unud }::Iamdi Zaqzuq (often also rendered as Zakzouk). 
He is a multilingual theologian and philosopher by training, holding a PhD in 
philosophy from the University of Munich. 

National Fatwa Office (dar al-ifta') 

The dar al-ifta', the office of the Grand Mufti, is Egypt's principal institution for 
the issuance of religious expertise, or fatwas. Appointed by the wizdrat al-awqaj 

the Grand Mufti is routinely addressed by the government to establish confor
mity of laws, regulations, or public policies to the Jari'a. The current Mufti, 
Dr. 'Ali Guma'a has held office since September 2003. Unlike many religious 
scholars at al-Azhar, Gum a' a didn't initially devote himself to Islamic studies, but 
rather began his religious scholarship only after receiving a BA degree in com
merce. In polemics against him, this is often used as a pretext to question his 
competence on issues oflslamic law.6 Both he and his predecessor in office, the 
recently deceased Sayb al-Azhar Mul:iammad Sayyid Tantawi, are often criticized 
for serving the government's interests too freely.7 

S. After a wave of nationalization under President Mubarak, 71 % of Egypt's mosques were
state-owned by 1994. Moustafa: 2000

6. Ruz al-Yusif, 2007/06/16 (No. 4123)c.
7. al-ma;ri l-yawm 2007 /05/16a; 2007 /07 /07a; 2007/07/11 b; and 2007 I 10/19; al-ibwdn
al-muslimun: 2008/08/011.
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al-Azhar 

Al-Azhar today stands for an entire religious education system, from kindergar
ten to universities all over Egypt, encompassing subjects from rheology to medi
cine and engineering. The al-Azhar university is praised as arguably the most 
prestigious institute oflslamic scholarship in the world. 

Since 1952, the state has made increasing efforts to control and subdue 
al-Azhar, culminating in a 1961 law which put al-Azhar under direct government 
regulation. It now stands under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of awqdf, and its 
highest ranking religious scholar is the appointed Sayb al-Azhar. While al-Azhar 
has lost independence and legitimacy with the people, it gained access to more 
government funding, allowing the institution to extend its role in society. In 
1996, President Mubarak appointed the pro-government MuJ:iammad Sayyid 
Tanrawi as Sayb al-Azhar, a move leading to tensions with the state and within 
al-Azhar.8 In 2010, after Tantawi died unexpectedly, Al:imad al-Tayyib followed 
him in office. Like the Grand Mufti, the Sayb al-Azhar is often asked by the gov
ernment for expertise regarding legislation and public issues. 

The magma' al-bu�ii! al-islamiyya 

Al-Azhar's Council for Islamic Studies, the magma' al-bubut al-islamiyya, is 
directed by the Sayb al-Azhar and is largely composed of Egyptian Islamic schol
ars. Legally, the magma' is the binding authority in all questions regarding Islamic 
dogma, and has a loosely defined obligation to watch over public discourse, which 
can, and has, bordered on censorship. 

New members to the magma' must be nominated for election by at least one 
member of the magma' and receive a majority of votes from its members. Only 
the Sayb al-Azhar and the Grand Mufti are members qua office.9 According to the 
Azhar law of 1961, members must hold a diploma from al-Azhar.10 

The relations between these religious institutions are not always cordial. The 
appointed Grand Mufti and the Sayb al-Azhar have both criticized each other on 
several issues, and the magma' sometimes openly opposes the two other institu
tions.11 In January 2007, it claimed for itself the exclusive right to criticize fatwas

by the dar al-i.ftd' and tried to set rules for issuing.fatwas in the media.12 Since the

8. Moustafa: 2000; Kienle: 2000: 113f.

9. Ruz al-Yusi(, 2007106/16 (No. 4123)a; Ruz af-Yusif, 2007/06/16 (No. 4123)c, where ic is
also claimed �hat the election process is manipulated at times.

10. Skovgaard-Petersen: 1997: 187.

ll. al-md.fri f-yawm: 2007/12/20

12. af-ma;ri f-yawm: 2007102/21.
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Sayl} al-Azhar heads the magma', of which the Grand Mufti is only an "ordinary" 
member, the position of the Sayb al-Azhar in the religious hierarchy of Egypt has 
to be viewed as higher than the Grand Mufti's. This is also accounted for in offi
cial protocol, where the Sayl} al-Azhar is in the ranks of ministers, whereas the 
Mufti-since he is essentially workingfar a ministry-is ranked below that.13 

Nongovernment Religious Actors 

These are primarily individual actors whose influence stems mainly from their use 
of modern mass media. A prominent example in Egypt is Dr. Su'ad Sali!:i, former 
dean of the women's branch of the faculty for Islamic studies at al-Azhar. Dr. Salil:i 
is one of the few female religious scholars who appear regularly in the mass media, 
and is usually consulted on questions involving religion and women. She has 
made repeated attempts at proposing organizational reforms in the largely male
dominated religious establishment of the country.14 

Salil:i is part of a larger trend, present since the 1980s, in which non-state reli
gious scholars have by and large marginalized the state 'ulama' in the Egyptian 
mass media.15 One example is the relatively new and extremely popular TV
channel, al-Nas ("The People;' shut down in late 2010), which features non-state 
scholars with obvious links to Saudi Arabia exclusively offering religious advice 
and guidance. In addition, telephone fatwa-enterprises, which offer religious 
consultation over the phone within 24 hours of request, are now a growing indus
try. The result is an increasing number of contradictory fatwas, which all claim to 
be authoritative.16 

Another type of individual nongovernment religious actor is the member of 
parliament YusufBadri, a religious scholar with Islamist leanings. Badri campaigns 

13. Ruz al-Yusif, 2007/06/16 (No. 4123) a; Ruz al-Yusif, 2007/06/16 (No. 4123) c.

14. For example, she tried to get elected as first female member of the magma'. See Ruz al-Yusif,
2007 /06! 16 (No. 4123 )c.
15. It has to be reiterated chat Su'ad �aliJ:i, as a female religious scholar, is really exceptional_ in 
this context. �e overwhelming majority of independent preachers and scholars are male, l'.ke
the late Sayt Abd al-I;I amid I<isk (having died 1996, his influence rested largely on audw
tapes), 'Amr l:_Ialid and Yusuf al-Qaraqawi ( only the latter is a religious scholar by training, and
both have extremely popular TV shows).
16. al-A&rdr, 2007/02/26; al-ma1ri l-yawm: 2007/02/07 and 02/21; af-!arq al-awsa{:
2007/05/25; al-gazira: 2006/05/31; Ruz al-Yusif, 2007/06/16 (No. 4123 )b. The repeated
emphasis of the magma' on its role as the highest religious institution of the country a�d its
attempts to establish itself and the ddr al-ifta' as the only fatwa bodies in Egypt must be inter-
preted within this context.
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for his cause mainly by means of litigation against institutions and individuals on 
issues pertaining to public mores and Islam.17 

Government Nonreligious Actors 

Founded in 1988, the National Council for Children and Motherhood (NCCM) 
is composed of several ministers, an advisory committee of experts, prominent 
public figures, and the office of the general secretary. Its decisions are binding for 
all ministries and institutions of state in matters related to motherhood and the 
welfare of children. The Council aims to lay out a national plan in order to achieve 
the goals set by international conventions on children's rights, and is also obliged 
to prepare for all international conferences in this respect.18 

In bioethical discussions involving medical issues, the Ministry of Health and 
Population (MOHP) is the most important state actor. Directly administrating 
state clinics, the MOHP watches over the quality of treatment generally, and can 
immediately influence the entire health sector with executive decrees. In addi
tion, the MOHP is responsible for family planning and related services, fre
quently cooperating with the N CCM, of which the MOH P minister himself is a 
member, and is involved in international conferences.19 

Not a state actor in the strict sense, but an intermediate, is the doctors' syndi
cate. In line with the nature of Egyptian corporatism, the doctors' syndicate is as 
much a tool to control the medical sector as it is a functionary for members to 
communicate and even enforce their interests. The syndicate is to be consulted in 
all legislation involving the medical sector, and represents its members vis-a-vis 
the state. It also watches over professional regulations, has provided binding ethi
cal guidelines, and has the legal capacity to take disciplinary action against its 
members that can lead to an effective employment ban. 

The syndicate, just like medical faculties and individual doctors, may play an 
important role in debates as a source of both expertise and moral authoritiy. In 
the case studies given in this article, however, they hardly play a role on the debate 
level. Nevertheless, one should bear in mind that actual, practical decision making 

17. Al-Abram Weekly Online: 2006/04/13; islamonline: 2006/11/17; islamonline: 2007108/8.

18. NCCM 2005a-c;Al-Ahram Weekly Online: 1998/11/19.

19. MOHP 2007; al-ma$ri l-yawm: 2006, February 18; 2007/07/2; Huntington : 2003.
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and ethical reasoning is often bestowed upon doctors and medical faculties by 

both legislators and by religious experts.20 

Non-Egyptian Actors 

Egypt is regarded a key state for the MENA region. Because the government 
is conscious of its dependency on good international relations, Egypt has 
become the field for activities of a vast variety oflocal and international NGOs. 

According to Law no. 83, of 2002, all the 16,000 NGOs active in the country 

must register with the Ministry of Social Affairs and secure its permission for 
foreign funding.21 In context with international agreements, the state works
alongside NGOs willingly, as long as its immediate political interests are not 
harmed, and the NGOs' activities steer clear of the most divisive issues. NGOs 
are often attacked for serving a foreign agenda.22 

The same holds true for the government, which, as legislation shows time 
and again, strives to implement provisions directly inspired by international 
agreements. This occurs despite the fact that Egyptian public debates often follow 

patterns of argument different and at odds with the secular rhetoric of interna
tional conferences. Egypt routinely cooperates with organizations of the United 

Nations and hosts several regional and cluster offices in Cairo. It established a 

National Bioethics Committee in accordance with the UNESCO's bioethics 

program, and the first regional meeting of national bioethics committees was 
held in Cairo in May of2007.23 

The Media 

Despite the autocratic nature of the country's political regime, the Egyptian 

media enjoys a high degree of freedom and independence. While state-owned 

20. See, for example, Hamdy: 2006: 268-316 . Much the same can be said about the International
Islamic Center for Population Studies, situated at Azhar University and headed by Gama! I.
Serour, a gynecologist. The Center regularly arranges conferences on (bio)ethical issues, and
serves as a communication platform between religious scholars and scientists.
21. Al-Ahram Weekly Online: 2003/06/12; baheyya: 2005/09/3.
22. Walker: 2004; al-maJri l-yawm: 2006/11/21; Al-Ahram Weekly Online: 2003/06/26:
Ercevik Amado: 2004; al-ibwdn al-muslimun: 2003/11/7; 2007/07/11 and /08/21; 200S/
02/25 and March 26. 
23, �o the best of our knowledge, the Egyptian National Bioethics Committee does not play a
significant role in the public debates about bioerhical issues.
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newspapers and TV channels24 may still be predominant, the advent of each new 

technology (cheap audiotapes, satellite TV, the Internet) has led to further media 

diversification, with which the state's formerly strict censorship program could 

not keep up. In an age oflnternet and widely available international satellite pro

grams in Arabic language, censorship on the national level seems out of date. 

Nevertheless, transnational players have not diminished the role of Egyptian 

local media. The number oflocal and national newspapers has risen to over SOO, 
due to partial liberalization since the 198Os, the majority of which are indepen

dent. Even relatively small papers have displayed a capacity to trigger national 

debates. 25 Egypt's movie industry and print media market remain the largest play

ers in the Arab world, widely consumed at home and abroad. With regard to 
public discussions, and even political consequences, the art and entertainment 

sectors play a role no less important than producers and presenters of hard news, 
especially when it comes to hot topics that border on the taboo.26 

The Cases 

The following two short case studies illustrate the interactions of the described 

actors. We aim to show how bioethical debates in Egypt have to be situated in 

their wider sociopolitical context, in order to grasp their deeper implications that 

turn them into loci of negotiating Egyptian identity at large. The first case study 
can be seen as the result of a friction between different orientations of and in 

Egyptian society, namely coward international and scientific standards on one 
side, and notions labeled "Islamic" and often identified with a Saudi Arabian 
influence on the other. 

The Niqab Debate 

The niqdb is a veil, either covering the face beneath the eyes or the whole 

face, usually worn by women. It is generally combined with a head scarf (bimdr 

24. As of2008 chere were cwo national and six regional channels owned by che scare; the same
holds true for che country's biggest newspapers, news agency and radio stations, BBC News
2008/04/18.

25. Pincak: 2007; Lynch: 2007.

26. For example the seemingly non-issue (Al-Abram Weekly Online: 2007 /1018: .11 m<4ri i-yawm:

2005/12/05) of abortion char was taken up by at least three major cinema producnons m 2006
(al-ma,ri f-yawm: 2006/07/12; Al-Abram Weekly Online: 2006/02/22 and /06/29) and a

Ramadan series in 2007, setting off a heated discussion among religious scholars and _probably
leading soon co the first major legal change regarding abortion since 1937 (al-ma,rt 1-yawrn:

2007/10/11 and 2008/02/01; al-ibwdn al-muslimim: 2007/12/31).
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or l;igdb) to cover the hair, and sometimes gloves, in order to cover every part of 
the body in public. 

In November 2007, the Egyptian magazine Ruz al-Yusif published several 
articles (Edition 4144, November 16, 2007) documenting the increasing trend 
among nurses to wear the niqdb during their working hours in hospitals, which 
was criticized for several reasons.27 The basic problem of the whole situation 
would be that no official document whatsoever explicitly regulated and defined 
the nurses' dress code. This made it impossible to forbid the niqab (p. 24).28 In 
this context, several nurses and medical doctors were cited, terming the niqdb a 
question of personal freedom (pp. 19 , 24f). Against this, authors of Ruz al-Yusi/ 
reiterated that hospital personnel had to conform to global standards of their 
profession. Consequently, the niqdb was not a question of personal freedom in 
this context (pp. 17, 27f). This last opinion was also stated in a short article 
describing the Mufti 'Ali Guma 'a's stance on the issue, who added that the 
detailed regulations had to be spelled out by the organizations of the respective 
professions (p.29). 

Th.is Ruz al-Yusifissue provoked public debate in other forms of media, and 
the MOHP promised to issue a decree by 2008.29 In addition, Ruz al-Yusi/ 

devoted several lengthy articles to the issue in the following weeks. In early 2008, 
a decree standardizing dress code for medical personnel and prohibiting the 
niqdb was announced, to be put into effect by June of the same year.30 

The Background 

The niqdb is considered by those endorsing it, as well as those opposing it, as a 
kind of "religiously loaded part of a woman's way of dressing."31 The difference 

27. For the different points, such as security and hygiene issues, see Ruz al-Yusif. 2007/11/16
(4144), pp. 19, 20f, 24f. In what follows, we will mostly simply refer to certain pages in the 
respective issues of Ritz al-Yusif. Only the most important articles from the journal's niqdb
campaign in Fall 2007 are referenced in the bibliography. 
28. This statement was modified in the following issue (Ritz al-Yusif: 2007 I Jl /23 ( 4145 ), P· �O ).
The health ministry's decree 140 from 1997 would regulate standardized clothing for medical
doctors and nurses. In addition, there were several decrees and laws from the 1970s to the same
effect.
29. Ruz al-Yusif. 2007/11/23 (4145), p. 4.
30. Ruz al-Yusif. 2008/03/17 (4171), pp. 59ff.
31. This is also true, though to a much lesser extent, for the bigdb. For example, critical corn·
ments about the bigdb, from Egypt's minister of culture in 2006, caused some public debate to
that effect (see al-mairi l-yawm, 2006/11/20 and / 12/02). For reasons of space we leave the
bigdb debate aside.
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between the two opinions is whether wearing the niqdb is a custom ( 'ada) with
out genuine connection to the religion oflslam, or an Islamic obligatory religious 
act ( 'ibdda). The latter view was expressed explicicly several times, by the medical 
personnel supporting the niqdb, in Ruz al-Yusif. The former view was taken by 
Egypt's awqdfminiscer Zaqziiq, Ruz al-Yusi/, and Su'ad SaliJ:i. 

The interaction of these two opposing views can be illustrated with several 
public debates that have taken place in Egypt since 2006, and illustrate how the 
debate about the niqdb in hospitals is not restricted to bioethics, but serves as a 
locus to negotiate Egyptian Islamic identity. For example, in 2007, Zaqziiq took 
several measures against female religious tutors ( murfiddt), working for the awqdf 

ministry, who wore niqdbs,32 with the Sayb al-Azhar publicly expressing disagree
ment.33 Also, in 2006, Su' ad Salib had caused some debate by stating on TV that 
she considered the niqdb to be un-Islamic, and expressed chat she felt contempt 
for women wearing it. (Later, she apologized publicly for the latter part of her 
statement.) Yusuf al-Badri replied by accusing Salib of intolerance, stating that in 
his eyes the niqdb was a religious duty, and he threatened to sue the TV channel 
in court if they did not offer space for voices to express this view. 34 

The difference between the two views of the niqdb, being either 'ada or 'ibdda, 
is fundamental in Egypt: especially in the court decisions, it was mentioned 
explicitly that the Egyptian constitution described the fari'a as the major source 
for Egypt's legal system. If the niqdb is termed 'ibdda, a religious duty, it has to be 
considered as a central part of the fari'a. The opposite is the case if it is seen as 
ada. This is essential, because nobody wants to deny that Egypt's identity is 
largely Islamic. Therefore, those opposing the niqdb have to argue chat it is not 
pivotal to Islam. 

One important aspect to this is the repeated observation that the spread of 
the niqdb in Egypt would be a comparatively recent development, with origins 

32. For example, at a meeting in January 2007, he ordered a rnurfida either to rake off her niqdb 

or to leave. (See lakii.com/vb/archive/index.php/r-257427.hrml, accessed March 2008). I�
March 2007, he canceled a competition between rnurfiddt in order to avoid giving rnunaqqabat 

a public arena. (See okaz.com.sa/okaz/osf/20070315/Con2007031595247.htm; accessed

March 2008). Zaqzuq reiterated his opinion of the niqdb being 'ada and not 'ibdda several

times (for example, al-ma$ri l-yawrn2007 /08/ 13a).

33. See, for example, okaz.com.sa/okaz/osf/20070315/Con2007031595247.htm; accessed

March 2008. Another example was a widely reported court case between the American

University of Cairo (AUC) and a rnunaqqaba student, who was forbidden entrance to the

campus.

34. Sec his interview in al-rnavi l-yawrn, 2006/10/23.
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in Saudi Arabia.35 This line of presenting the issue is further elaborated in a 
Ruz al-Yusif piece, which was obviously intended to close the media campaign on 

the issue in December 2007,36 and portrayed the preacher Abu Isl_iiiq al-I:-Iuwayni, 

whose teachings are said to be linked to the spread of the niqab.37 Al-I:-Iuwayni is 
characterized as being well connected to conservative religious circles in Saudi 

Arabia, as well as the an-Nds Channel. In this way, wearing the niqdb is depicted 

as not being genuinely Egyptian but of Saudi Arabian origin.38 

This case illustrates how a bioethical debate (nurses wearing the niqdb) is 
based on the understanding that Egyptian identity is basically Islamic, and thus 

can be turned into a discussion about national identity. Therefore, the argument 
that medical personnel dress code has to be in accordance with international 

standards, and would thus supersede personal religious beliefs, has to be legiti
mized by a religious scholar. The example also shows that negotiating Egyptian 

identity as an Islamic identity is not to be described in a neat binary of Islam vs. 
the West. Rather, this debate is about asserting Egyptian Islamic identity in the 

face of strong influences from Western countries as well as from Saudi Arabia. For 

this reason, religious actors can be found on both sides of the debate. 

FGM 

Our second case study, about Female Genital Mutilation (FGM),39 is bioethics 

backwards, as it were. Rather than asking for the ethical application of a 

35. Ruz al-Yusif 2007/11/16 (4144), p. 21; 2007/11/23 (4145), pp. 24f. In this context 
Ruz al-Yusif also covered a Saudi debate between the liberal author 'Ali al-Barak and the
conservative, high-ranking religious scholar Sa.Iii). al-Fawzan about the niqdb in hospitals,
which followed the same lines as in Egypt (No. 4147 (2007/12/01), p.23). This debate had
taken place already in 2006. See Garidat ar-Riydef, Nos. 14009, 14016, 14021, 14024 (all from
November 2006).
36. Ruz al-Yusif 2007 I 12/01 ( 4147). In the first of three extended articles on the niqdb in this 
issue, Ruz al-Yusif 1ooks back on the past weeks and sums up the results of the campaign.
37. Ruz al-Yusif 2007/12/01 (4147), pp. 28-31.
38. It is also interesting to see how the niqdb debate is sometimes directly linked to FGM, since
al-I;I uwayni is said to support both in order to set Christians and Muslims apatt from each
other. For other examples, where the niqdb and the FGM issues are presented in connection to
each other, see Ruz al-Yusif 2007 I 11 /23 ( 4145 ), p.28, Rula I::Iarsa's critical analysis of patriar
chal discourse in al-m14ri l-yawm, 2007107 / 11 c or Zaqzuq's statement that FGM and the
niqdb both had nothing to do with the religion of Islam (al-ma�ri l-yawm2007 /08/ 13a).
39. Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) is the general term for all procedures that partially or
completely remove the external female genitalia for nontherapeutic reasons. Procedures r��ge,
according to the classification of the World Health Organization (WHO), from the exciswn
of the prepuce ( 1st degree) to the excision of all the external genitalia and stitching or narrow
ing of the vaginal opening (3rd degree). Sec "Female Genital Mutilation .. ." in JAMA, 1995;
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new technology against a specific cultural background, it presents a prominent 
example of a widespread custom at odds with medical findings. However, the 
question of what is the right thing to do in this situation is not one of medicine 
vs. Islam. The dominant referential framework is Islam. Rather, the question is 
whether the procedure is ascribed a status within that framework, which allows 
medically proven harmfulness to be an argument. 

On June 22, 2007 the Egyptian daily newspaper al-Mafri l-Yawm reported 
the death of a teenaged girl, Badii.r, who died in the course of an FGM operation,40 

the article marking the beginning of a national campaign against FGM chat 
finally led to its legal prohibition in Egypt.41 The newspaper's efforts were imme
diately joined by the N CCM, who played a leading role in coordinating the state's 
actors throughout the ensuing action against female circumcision. At that time, 
the NCCM was preparing a draft for a new childrens' law that intended, accor
dant with international agreements, to outlaw FGM.42 

The weeks following Badii.r's death witnessed a quick procession of actions 

against FGM. The doctors' syndicate started investigating against the doctor who 
had operated on Badii.r, and, on grounds of existing regulations, warned its mem

bers against pursuing female circumcision.43 A few days later, the Ministry of 
Health and Population, urged by the NCCM, issued a decree banning FGM 
from all public and private clinics, and announced chat an overall prohibition 
within the penal code, independent of the ban already entailed in the draft for a 
new childrens' law, would follow during the next parliamentary season. The 
Ministry of Justice started to prepare the according draft in July.44 All the while, 
NGOs, the Ministry of Health, and the NCCM conducted various activities to 
raise awareness about FGM,45 such as conferences, demonstrations, or a hocline 

WHO study group, 2006; Seif El Dawla, 1999. For statistics about the spread of FGM_ 
in

Egypt see: a!-md[ri !-yawm: 2007 /06/26c and /07 /02 . For FGM in European counmes:
al-ma1ri !-yawm: 2007/07/14; Gamble, 1995; NZZ Online: 2008/07/04). 

40. al-mairi l-yawm: 2007 /06/22a.

41. al-mafri !-yawm: 2007 /06/28a; 2008/06/18; Al-Ahram Weekly Online: 2008/03/13.

42. al-md[ri l-yawm: 2007 /06/226, and 2007/05/18.

43. al-mafri l-yawm: 2007/06/24; al-mafri l-yawm: 2007 /06/286.

44. al-md[ri l-yawm: 2007 /06/236; /06/29; 07 /03; 07 /23 and 07 /29.

45. Some of these had been going on for quite some time, but only now came to the public 's

awareness (al-mafri l-yawm: 2007 /06/26a and b; 2007/07/3 and 2007/04/10).
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to report FGM-related cases,46 while reports of new cases and investigations kept 
the public interest alive.47 

The public rhetoric employed throughout the campaign focused to a large 
extent on the question of religious permissibility ofFGM; i.e.,fatwas prohibiting 
or allowing the procedure.48 Only one day after the initial report, 'Ali Gum'a 
confirmed on TV that FGM was forbidden in modern times.49 An official fatwa
by the dar al-ifta' and the Sayl.} al-Azhar soon followed.so 

The fatwa by the dar al-ifta' recognizes FGM not as a religious issue (qa1/,iya 
diniyya ta 'abbudiyya) but as a matter of custom ( ada ), in which the judgment of 
medical doctors ultimately prevails. However, the main arguments against FGM 
note the lack of any authoritative text obligating FGM even in its mildest form, 
the lack of reports that the Prophet Mul,iammad had his daughters circumcised, 
and the fact that FGM is not practiced in other Arabic countries, especially Saudi 
Arabia.s1 These fatwas were a crucial element in the campaign. The Minister for 
Endowments demanded that Imams refer to them in Friday prayers.52 

The magma' acted differently. It soon admitted that female circumcision 
wasn't a duty in Islamic law,s3 hut after long discussions decided not to issue a 

fatwa on the ban ofFGM. It stated that no person within the magma'-headed 

46. al-mafri l-yawm: 2007 /06/266; / 10/28 Al-Ahram Weekly Online: 2007/09/16; al-mMri
l-yawm: 2007/08/4 (conferences); al-mMri f-yawm: 2007/07/19 and 2007/07/6 ( demonstra
tions); al-md$ri l-yawm: 2007/08/Bc (hotline). Other activities included workshops and
public discussions (al-mafri l-yawm: 2007 /08/ 176.), theatre plays (al-mafri 1-yawm:
2007 /07176), special training for youths, nurses, doctors, and preachers, as emissaries to the
provinces (al-mafri l-yawm: 2007/07/3), a plan to supervise the ban in hospitals, TV spots
(al-mafri l-yawm: 2007/07/12 and 2007/07/2), and a special council with members of che
Ministry of Health, the doctors' syndicate, and the NCCM, to develop an overall strategy
(al-mafri l-yawm: 2007/08/10; Al-Ahram Weekly Online: 2007 I 11/23)

47. For example: al-ma�ri 1-yawm: 2007 /06/25c; 07 /29; 07 /29; 08/ 11; 08/ 136; 08/15; 08/16;
08/17a;08/20;08/23;08/26;09/02;09/046;09/07; 11/09.

48. The NCCM had been trying for some time to win over the Islamic authorities for a reli
gious ban of female circumcision, but only succeeded afi:er Badiir's death. (al-mafri 1-yawm:
2006/11/21; 11/26; 12/04; 2007 /05/166 and 23· al-ihwdn al-muslimun: 2006/11/23;
al-gumhuriyya: 2007 /07 I 4). ' -

49. al-md$ri l-yawm: 2007 /06/23a; al-ma$ri l-yawm: 2007 /06/256.

50. al-mafri l-yawm: 2007107 /4; Dar al-Ifi:a' "Fiqh al-Mar'a. f:.Iitan al-Ina(.

51. The latter argument was sometimes referred to as an indication that FGM is not an Islamic
custom (al-mafri l-yawm: 2007 /08/13a and 12/ 19).
52. al-mafri l-yawm: 2007 /08/ 13a; August 14; August 176;/ 12/ 17.

53. af-md$ri l-yawm: 2007/06/29.
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by the Sayl:J. al-Azhar-had the right to either forbid or obligate FGM on reli

gious grounds, due to lack of normative texts.54 

Of course, opponents of the FGM ban exploited this dissenr.55 Apart from

individual preachers,56 it was mainly the Muslim Brotherhood who publicly
denounced the prohibition in the media, as well as in parliament. They doubted 
the formal validity of the involved legislative procedures and of the financing of 
the campaign, explicitly questioned the authority of the Grand Mufti's and the 
Sayb al-Azhar's fatwas, and called for an independent body of Azhar scholars to
assess the permissibility of FGM-which, according to studies presented by the 

Brotherhood's members of parliament, was not necessarily harmful, and for them 

was a valued part of the Islamic tradition. Yet, the Muslim Brotherhood's main 

argument was that female circumcision was a minor issue, neither forbidden nor 
obligatory, while the real problems of Egypt and Egyptian women were left unat

tended, that the ultimate motive of the campaign was Westernization and the 

weakening oflslam-as attested by international funding and the involvement of 
Western NGOs.57 

Fears of Westernization were easy enough to arouse in this case, mainly 

because of the prohibition campaign's ties to international agreements, which are 
often suspect of a hidden agenda. The NCCM and its higher staff are, in fact, 

strongly committed to the secular and rights-oriented framework set by interna
tional conferences, declarations, and relations, and previous as well as the current 

program against FGM are partly funded by UN organizations.58 Additionally, 

the childrens' law prepared by the Council did indeed have its background in 

54. al-ibwdn al-muslimun: 2007/09/4; see also af-farq al-awsa{: 2007 /07 I 19. See also 

al-ibwdn al-muslimun: 2008/03/26 and af-farq al-awsaf: 2008/04/24.
55. al-ibwdn al-muslimun: 2007/09/04 and 2008/03/26.
56. Yusuf al-Qara<;lawi and Yusuf Badri filed a lawsuit against the health minister's ban of
FGM (af-farq al-awsa(: 2007/07/19; al-m�ri l-yawm: 2007/12/13; and 2007/09/4a),
And, of course, there were other fatwas contradicting the grand mufti's and the Sayb al-Azhar s 

judgments (al-mafri l-yawm: 2007 /07 /7a), while anonymous pamphlets printed ou� previous 

rulings by the Sayb al-Azhar contradicting his current stance on FGM (al-mafrt l-yawm:

2007/10/14).
57. al-ihwdn al-muslimun: 2008/03/26; 2007/08/21; 2007/06/27; 2007 /07 I 11; 2007/07/25;
2006/12/04; and 2006/12/5; al-m�ri l-yawm: 2007108/27; 2008/06/8.
58. This shows, for example, in an article by Dr. Vivian Fu 'ad of the NCC_M, shortly afi:�r 

Badur's death, in which she blames patriarchy, conservative and relig10us polmcs, medical doc
tors, and the education sector's failure to further the "scientific and civilized" awareness of the 

Egyptian people (al-m�ri !-yawm: 2007 /06/25a). See also al-m�ri l-yawm: 2007/04/10 and
for the funding by UN organizations Al-Abram Weekly On/me: 2003/06/19; Al-Ahram Weekly

Online: 2007109/ 16; al-m�ri l-yawm: 2007109/ 16.
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international agreements, and followed through on some of Egypt's obligations 

resulting from these agreements.59 

The childrens' law was passed after heated discussions in June 2008. It is the 

first comprehensive legal prohibition of FGM in Egypt.60 

The Background 

Of course, that FGM is medically harmful has been known for decades. The first 

moves against this practice took place in the 1950s. However, the background for 
the first encompassing public discussion arose from the confrontation with 

rights-oriented notions maintained on the international level. The current debate 
about FGM has its roots in the 1994 International Conference on Population 

and Development in Cairo, where, besides aborcion,61 FGM was the most divi
sive topic. The discussion was started by NGOs, but erupted on a larger scale only 

when CNN aired a documentary chat graphically showed the circumcision of a 

young girl. The government immediately promised to prohibit FGM, yet, once 

the conference was over, faced a wide alliance opposing all attempts to ban this 
practice.62 It took until 1997 to come up with a ministerial decree prohibiting 
FGM. But the decree left a loophole and permitted the operation if medically 
indicated, which rendered the decision rather useless.63 

However, as the topic of FGM was raised during the conference, and 
put under attack by international NGOs and the Egyptian government itself, 

59. al-ma.fri 1-yawm: 2007 /06/226; Al-Ahram Weekly Online: 2008/03/13. Other than the
FGM ban it entailed stipulations to raise the minimum age for marriage to 18 years, gave chil
dren born out of wedlock the right to a birth certificate with the family name of the mother,
and enhanced protection from physical abuse and child labor.

60. Al-Ahram Weekly Online: 2008/03/13; al-ma.fri 1-yawm: 2008/05/16; 2008/06/18; and
2008/06/13; Al-Ahram Weekly Online: 2008/06/12 .
61 . al-baydt: 1994/09/4;/09/05; 1994/09/7; 1994/09/06; and 1994; Lee Bowen: 1997 and 
2003) 

62. The most prominent opponent was the Sayl:_ial-Azhar Gad al-l;I aqq, who used this issue to
confront the government and achieved concessions important for the interests of al-Azhar.
He even issued afatwd permitting FGM, and stating that uncircumcised girls would be subject 
t9 situations that would lead chem to immorality and corruption. See Moustafa 2000: 13ff.;
Gad al-l;I aqq: 1981.
63. Dar al-lfi:a' "Fiqh al-Mar'a. l:_iitan al-inat"; Seif El Dawla: 1999; al-mafri 1-yawrn:
2007 /07 Illa; the first survey by the Ministry of Health in 1995, shortly before the ministeri_al
ban, showed that 97% of married women aged 15-49 were circumcised. Another survey '.n
2005 showed a decline among women younger than 18 years old, of whom only 75% were Clf·
cumcised. The ratios shouldn't be compared directly, though, because of the different age 

groups (al-mafri l-yawm: 2007/07/2). 1n 2007 approximately 70% of FGM operations cook 
place in clinics (al-mafri 1-yawm: 2007/07/26), and large portions of society still support
FGM (al-mafri l-yawm: 2007/11/20).
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Islamic activists and some scholars defended what they saw as a valuable tradi
tion. Just like abortion, FGM was turned into a symbolic issue, a border marker 
of the Egyptian Islamic identity vs. Western influence.64 

Its defenders claim that circumcision would limit women's sexual urges, thus 
safeguarding the chastity of women and society. But above all, it's part of an 
Egyptian tradition with some Islamic justification.65 

This case shows again the importance of Egypt's media, this time even suc
cessfully aiming at the introduction of a new law-forming a contrast to the 
niqdb debate, which merely aimed at the enforcing of already-existing codes. It is 
most likely for this reason that it was not sufficient in the FGM case to muster 
only the Mufti's public support. Rather, it was also important to at least secure the 
Sayb al-Azhar's consent, and although the attempt to also integrate the magma' 

failed, it is clear that it was considered useful to at least try to bring it into the 
coalition supporting the new law. Also, the pattern shows again how debating a 
bioethical issue quickly develops into negotiating Egyptian Islamic identity at 
large. This pattern is constructed not so much as a binary of Islam vs. West, bur 
rather as a multilayered process in which the identity of the Self is contrasted to a 
variety of markers of Muslim and non-Muslim Others alike. 

Conclusion 

How, then, can the contents of these debates, and thus of Egyptian bioethics, be 
characterized? First, with the exception of organ transplantation, the most 
fervently contested bioethical issues in Egypt are usually related to sexual mores 
and the role of women in society-often focusing on questions of how to control 
female sexuality.66 Therefore, these debates are not perceived as issues of a sort 
of "corn partmentalized ethics;' being of interest only to a select group of ethicists 
or researchers, but rather as societal ethics at large. Bioerhical issues thus become 
symbolic issues, which are used to promote one's own values and vision of 
society. 

64. Seif El Dawla, 1999: 130-133.

65. ibidem: 1999, 129; Gad al-1:faqq: 1981.

66. Other examples are the abortion debate (see above Fn. 27) or the public Jisrnssion about

hymenorraphy (see Eich, 2010).
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Second, this society, and therefore Egyptian identity, is perceived to have 
faced significant challenges in recent years. On a socioeconomic level, these chal
lenges can be swiftly described by pointing to high unemployment rates, low 
wages, scarcity of housing, and an education crisis.67 On a value-oriented level, 
these challenges can be depicted as a fear of Westernization on the one hand, and 
of"Saudification" on the other.68 Bioethical discussions in Egypt, then, are public 
negotiations about Egyptian identity. 

Third, Islam-ofi:en in the sense of fari'a as Islamic law-is the general frame
work of all these debates. This is because the Egyptian consitution identifies fari'a 
as the main source of legislation, and because Egyptians see their country's iden
tity as largely shaped by Islam. Consequently, for Egyptians, the question of how 
to react to these changes does not present itself as a choice between secularism or 
laicism versus a religiously oriented vision of society. It is largely agreed that the 
fundamental referential framework for what it means to be Egyptian is primarily 
the religion oflslam. Therefore, Egyptians do not negotiate their "Egyptianness" 
as "how Islamic they want themselves to be;' but rather as "in such-and-such situ
ation or issue, what does it mean, concretely, to act as a good Muslim?" For this 
reason, the opposition of essentially religious issues ( cibdda) versus those pertain
ing to fields open for nonreligious arguments ( ada) is most determinant and 

most contested in the process of reducing complex topics to a narrow spectrum 
of talking points (agenda-setting). It seems noteworthy that conceptions of local 

identity also contribute to the classification of cibdda and ada: While the some
how-foreign niqdb was quite easily termed cdda, in the case of indigenous FGM, 

the perception of the practice as an Islamic tradition was hard to counter.69 Since 

Islam is seen as the main component of Egyptian identity, claims to the Islamic 

nature of a custom in question focus on the potential consequences of its aban

donment; i.e., that the entire Islamic order of society would cease to function. 

Theories of conspiracy against Islam are common in this context. On the other 

hand, exclusion of an issue from the religious sphere ( opting to refer the 

67. For example, in the Ruz al-Yusif-issues of the niqdb campaign, the deplorable state of the
education system for nurses repeatedly became an issue.

68. See for example al-m�ri l-yawm: 2006/10/2, where the author terms the growing number

of Egyptian women wearing the bigab a "Wahhabi [i.e., Saudi-Arabian] razzia on Egypt."

69. Saudi Arabia served as a focal point against which to contrast the Egyptian identity in both
cases, highlighting the foreignness in one case and signifying the original Islam in the other.
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final decision to the medical profession, for example) seems to give more leeway 

to adapt to new situations, but must be legitimized by religious institutions. 

Glossary 

'ada custom; the term is used to label habits as having no genuine connection to the 
religion oflslam 

Al-Azhar University The leading university in Egypt; pronouncements by the reli
gious head of al-Azhar have substantial authority in the Sunni Muslim world 

al-Ma�ri 1-Yawm Egyptian daily newspaper 
al-Nas TV channel which features non-state scholars with obvious links to Saudi 

Arabia 
Awqaf(sg. Waqf) Religious endowments 
dar al-ifta' Office of the grand mufti of Egypt 
fatwa (pl. fatawa) a non-binding legal opinion, rendered by a mufti 
l}.aram forbidden; one of the five values of!egal action 
l}.igab Islamic headscarf 
'ibada Islamic obligatory religious act 
!CPD International Conference on Population and Development
ifta' the giving of legal opinions (fatwas) by muftis
laicism absence of religious involvement in government affairs and of &overnmcnt

involvement in religious affairs 
magma' al-bUQu� al-islamiyya Al-Azhar's Council for Islamic Studies 
munaqqaba pl. munaqqabat Woman wearing the face veil 
mursidat female religious tutors, primarily working at Egyptian, state-run mosques 
MENA Middle East and North Africa region 

MOHP Ministry of Health and Population (Egypt) 
mufti a jurisconsult; authoritative person who renders a legal opinion (fatwa) in 

response to a query 
NCCM National Council for Children and Motherhood (Egypt) 
niqab face veil 
�r'an God's revelation to the Prophet Muhammad; the most authoritative docu-

ment in Islam 
Ruz al-Yusif Egyptian weekly 
SaylJ al-Azhar religious head of al-Azhar University 
sari'a Islamic law; the correct path of action as determined by God 
Sunni the majority sect of Muslims, as opposed to Shiite 

'ulama' religious scholars; lit. the people of knowledge 

wizarat al-awqaf Ministry of Religious Endowments in Egypt. The minister of awqaf

appoints the country's grand mufti and also controls the state-run mosques of the

country. By 1994 71 % of Egypt's mosques were run by the state.

zina illicit sex in Islamic Law 
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al-ibwan al-muslimitn, 2007/08/21. 'Iyad, 'Ala': "ittihamat bi-tamwil ad-da'aya qidd 

al-bitan min gihat tabsiriyya wa-yahiidiyya." 
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al-ibwan al-muslimun, 2007/09/04. Abu Zayd, Sima': "al-maglis al-qawmi li-1-mar'a .. 
dawr masbuh wa-aginda lJ.arigiyya." 

al-ibwan al-muslimim, 2007/12/31. Salib-, Ab-mad: "al-muwafaqa 'ala ca'dilac qanun 
al-'uqubat bi-gawaz ighac;l al-un!a 1-mugta�aba." 

al-ibwan al-muslimim, 2008/02/25. Dr. Abu 1-I:Iasan, Mana!: "al-bab-t 'an Badur!." 
al-ibwan al-muslimim, 2008/03/26. Wagdi, Du'a': "ta'dilat qanun a�-�ifl .. algam 

li-tafgir al-mugtama':'
al-ibwan al-muslimun, 2008/08/01. Ramac;lan, AQ.mad: "fatwa ighac;l al-mugta�aba 

ginayat al-ifi:a' bi-r-ra'y." 
al-gazira, 2006/05/31. "as-sari'a wa-1-b-ayat: al-i'lam wa-fawc;la 1-fatawa." 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2005/12/05. al-Gazzar, AQ.mad: "l;itan al-inat yutir 'azma' fl: mahragan 

al-qahira .. wa-Subasi yaqul li-1-gamahir: 'l;allikum mutab-ac;lc;lirin'." 
al-ma�ri l-yawm, 2006/02/18. Raswan, Huda: "ra'idat masru' man' al-l;itan yar.taqidun 

taqrir at-tanmiya 1-basariyya:' 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2006/07/12. 'Abd ar-Razzaq, Rami: "al;ir 'al-'asq' .. wa-rubbama 

awwaluhu: bint fasila mul:ianama wa-sab yabki 'ala d-dawwam." 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2006/10/02. Saraf al-Din, Nabil: "qi$$at al-gazw al-wahhabi li-mi�r." 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2006/10/23. "as-SaylJ. Yusuf al-BadrI li-'1-ma�ri 1-yawm': an-niqab 

wagib sar'T .. wa-70% fatawa Su'ad Salil:i la 'alaqa !aha bi-d-dTn:' 
al-m�ri l-yawm, 2006/11/20. Qiya' Raswan: "al-I:Iukuma wa-1-l:iigab wa-1-igwan 

wa-t-ta' dT!at al-dusturTya." 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2006/11/21. al-Bul:iayri, AQ.mad: "dar al-ifi:a' wa-mu'assasa almaniyya 

tunaHiman mu'tamaran mustarikan Ii-man' IJitan al-inat." 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2006/11/26. al-BuJ:iayri, AQ.mad: "l;alaf azhari b-awl i�ar qanun 

yugrim l;itan al-ina!," 
al-ma$ri l-yawm, 2006/12/02. 'Awa�if 'Abd ar-Ral:iman: "ta'alu ila kalimat sawa'." 
al-ma$ri l-yawm, 2006/12/04. al-Bul:iayri, AQ.mad: "al-mufi:i li-l-ma$ri 1-yawm: IJitan 

al-ina! la 'ilaqa lahu bi-l-islam .. wa-bl:ia! i$dar fatwa bi-'adm sar'iyyacihi." 
al-ma$ri l-yawm, 2007/02/07. al-Banna, Gama!: "azmat al-fatwa aw iglaq bab al-igtihad

marratan ul;ra (1-2)." 
al-ma$ri l-yawm, 2007/02/21. al-Banna, Gama!: "azmat al-fatwa aw iglaq bab al-igtihad

marratan ul;ra (2-2)." 
al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007/04/02. HanT Rif' at: "yumazziq saqTqatahu bi-s-sikkTn bi-sabab

zawagiha 'urflyan min 'amiJ:' 
al-ma$ri 1-yawm, 2007/04/12. Faruq al-Gama!: "kayfa tusayrir lsra'TI 'ala 'uqul 

sababina." 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2007/04/10. Raswan, Huda: "Musira J:Iarrab: 14 dawla fi 1-min�qa 

'al;iruha lritriya sabaqatna bi-tagrim IJitan al-inat," 
al-ma$ri l-yawm, 2007/05/12. AQ.mad SalabT: "for;: yaqcul saqtqatahu 1-armila 

bi-sikkTn." 
al-ma�ri l-yawm, 2007 /05/16a. Mu'awwac;l, Ibrahim: "intiqadat li-kitab 'al-facawa I-'a�

riyya' li-c';uma'a wa-munasadat al-Azhar i'adat fal:i�ihi wa-muraga'atihi."
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al-mafri l-yawm, 2007 /05/16b. Raswan, Huda: "Sayl:,i al-Azhar yuqirr masru' qanun 
a;-;ifl .. wa-yuftI bi-cagrim ):,iican al-ina!." 

al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007/05/18. Raswan, Huda: "Sayl:,i al-Azhar yuwafiq 'ala tagrim 
):,iitan al-ina! .. wa-raf sinn az-zawag ila 18 'amman li-1-ginsayn." 

al-mafri l-yawm, 2007/05/23. al-Bu}:iayrI, A}:imad: "al-muftI: aNal:iaba kanu 
yacabarrakun bi-kull say' min an-nabI li-anna �ahirahu wa-baµnahu �ir." 

al-mafri l-yawm, 2007 /06/22a. Nafi', Sa'id: "a;-µfla 'Badur' sahidat 'al-1:,iican' .. ma.tat 
bi-gar'a mu):,iaddir za'ida." 

al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007 /06/226. Raswan, Huda: "gadl fI 1-awsa; ad-diniyya }:iawl al-bi can 
wa-nasab mawalid al-'ilaqat gayr as-sar'iyya fi: ta'dilat 'qanun a;-µfl'." 

al-mafri l-yawm, 2007 /06/23a. az-Zayac, Ya.sir: ""i):,i tanu" 'uqulakum." 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2007 /06/236. Raswan, Huda: '"al-qawmI li-1-umuma wa-;-�fula' yu 'lin 

musanadac usrac 'Badur' qa}:iiyat al-h)tan .. wa-yu�ib bi-casdid 'uqubac a;-µ6Iba." 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2007106/24. Raswan, Huda: "niqabac al-a;ibba' cu}:iaqqiq fI wafac 

'Badur'.. wa-maglis a;-�fula yu�ib usrataha bi-' adm ac-tanazul:' 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2007 /06/25a. Fu'ad, Fifiyan: "ad-dukcura Fifiyan Fu'ad cakcub: man 

qacal Badur? .. µ6Ibat al-Munya laysat wa}:idaha al-qatila .. kulliyyac a;-µbb �ana'at 
�ahirat 'ca;bib al-1:,iitan' .. wa-'�-�il:il:ia' ancagat qanunan mu 'Iban." 

al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007 /06/25b. Gaballah, lj:alifa: "al-muftI: 'qulnaha marra wa-cnen 
wa-C asara ):,ii tan al-ina! }:iaram .. }:iaram .. }:iaram'." 

al-mafri l-yawm, 2007 /06/25c. as-SamkurI, Mu}:iammad: "kubrI Naga' }::IamadI 'sarik 
wa!anI' fI �qus t,iican al-ina!." 

al-mairi l-yawm, 2007 /06/26a. Raswan, Huda: "Suzan Mubarak cu�ib bi-casrI'at 
li-waqf al-'unf c;lidd al-afal .. wa-caqif "daqiqa }:iidadan" 'ala ru}:i 'Badur'."

al-ma�rI 1-yawm, 2007 /06/26b. Raswan, Huda: "Suzan Mubarak: wafat 'Badur' bidayat 
an-nihaya li-1:,iitan al-inat." 

al-mafri l-yawm, 2007 /06/26c. Ta.bit, Mamdu}:i: "mufaga' a: 97% min az-zawgat 
al-mi�riyyat 'mul:,i tatinat'." 

al-ma$ri l-yawm, 2007 /06/28a. "}:iamlat qawmiyya li-mukafa}:iat ):,iitan al-ina! ba'd 
wafat 'Badur'." 

al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007 /06/28b. 'Abd al-lj:aliq Musa.hi!, Mu}:iammad: "niqabat 
al-a;ibba' cu}:iaddir a'c;la'aha min ):,iican al-ina!." 

al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007106/29. al-Bu}:iayrI, A}:imad: "wizarat a�-�il:il:ia ta}:i;i:ur gira}:iat 
):,iitan al-ina! niha'iyyan." 

al-mafri l-yawm, 2007107 /02. Raswan, Huda: "mas'ula fi: 1-umam al-mucca}:iida: J:,iican 
al-ina! yacaraga' bayn fatayac al-madaris bi-nisbac 50%." 

al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007107 /03. Raswan, Huda: "al-GabalI: casrI' gadid bi-cagrim J:,iican 
al-ina! fi: d-dawra al-barlamaniyya al-muqbila." 

al-mairi l-yawm, 2007107 /04. al-Bu}:iayrI, A}:imad: "al-muftI yu}:iarrim '):,iican al-inat'

rasmiyyan wa-yastanid fi: qararihi ila ara' 'Tan�wI wa-1-Qarac;lawi wa-1-'Awa:' 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2007 /07106. Ta.bit, Mamdu}:i: "3000 muwaµn yarfa 'un �urat

'as-sahida Badur' fi: masira <;lidd ):,iitan al-ina! bi-Asyu;." 
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al-ma$ri l-yawm , 2007 /07 /07a. az-Zayat, Ya.sir: "al-mufti '1-muwazi'." 
al-m�ri l-yawm , 2007 /07 /07b. Raswan, Huda: "'ara9 masral:u l:iawla wafat 'Badur' 

yantahi bi-si'ar 'la li-1-l;itan'." 
al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007 /07 / ll a. Guda, Sulayman: "garima 'umruha 13 sana!:' 
al-m�ri l-yawm , 2007 /07 / ll b. Rama9an, Ragab: "Tanµwi: al-azhar la yal;4a' li-iradat 

al-J:ia.kim wa-man yul;alif al-1:ia.kim al-'a.di! 'a�in." 
al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007 /07 / ll c. l:larsa, Rula: "rifqan bi-n-nisa:' 
al-ma$ri l-yawm , 2007/07/12. I:Iaµr, Manar: "fi mas'alac casdid ar-riqaba 'ala 1-l;iran: 

awliya' umur sa-yaghabun bi-banathihim ila 1-mustasfayat .. lakinnahum fi 1-1:iaqiqa 

a�ibba' min mudiriyyat anil:il:ia." 
al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007/07/14. 'Abd al-l:laliq Musa.hi!, Mul:iammad: "J:iamla mustarika 

bayna 1-ma�riyyin fi uruba wa-1-1:iukuma al-briµniyya 9idd al-l;itan." 
al-m�ri l-yawm , 2007/07/19. Raswan, Huda: "5000 µfla fi masirat ta'bin 'Badur' 

sahidat al-l;iran fi 1-munya." 
al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007/07/23. Amin, Tariq: "wizarat al-'adl tu'idd qanunan li-1:ia�r 

l;iran al-ina!." 
al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007/07/26. 'Abd al-Gawwad, 'Ayd: "l:iamla li-munaha9at l:iitan 

al-ina! fi 4 mu!:iafa�at bi-takallufat milyar dular." 
al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007/07/27. Amin, Tariq: "2007." 
al-m�ri l-yawm , 2007/07/29. Raswan, Huda: "Musira l:la�µb: la ea 'aru9 bayna qanun 

a�-µfl li-cagrim al-l;itan wa-masru' 'wizarat al-'adl'."
al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007/08/04. 'Abd al-Gawwad, 'Ayd: "mu'tamar as-,;ukkan fi 

l-Manu6yya yad'u li-i�dar rasri' li-yagrim 'l;itan al-banat '."
al-mafri l-yawm, 2007/08/10. as-Sa'ati, Huda: "al-Gabali: l;ina Ii-rat fiQ 'l:i itan al-inat' 

bi-nisbat 20% l;ilal 'amayn." 
al-ma$ri l-yawm , 2007/08/11. Raswan, Huda: "'Karima' �ani 4al:iaya l; iran al-inat l:iilal 

sahrayn." 
al-m�ri l-yawm , 2007 /08/ 13a. al-Bul:iayri, AJ:imad: "Zaqzuq li-1-a'imma: qulu fi l:i u� 

bat al-gum 'a inna 'l;itan al-inat' 'ada qabiba wa-'mahba� al-islam' la ruµbbiquhu." 
al-m�ri l-yawm , 2007 /08/ 13b. Qurra, 'Adil: "an-niyaba lam yuwaggih ayy ittiham 

li-µbib '4al:iiyat al-I; itan'."
al-ma$ri l-yawm , 2007 /08/ 13c. Raswan, Huda: "'al-qawmi li-�-�fula wa-1-umuma' 

yul;a�i� l;ubara' li-r-radd 'ala 1-istifsarat bawl al-l;ican wa-yaralaqqa balagat 

al-muwatinin 'ala 1-h att as-sahin." 
al-m�ri l-ya

0

wm , 20071o&i 14. Adward, Raymun: '"fi 1-mamnu" .. Musira l:la�µb: 102

alf J:ialat ral:iarrus ginsi al-'am al-ma.Qi faqa; wa-arqam al-l;itan 'gayr daqiqa'." 

al-ma$ri l-yawm , 2007/08/15. Amin, Tariq: "aNil:il:ia racalaqqa balagat 'an 'amaliyyat 

hitan fi 6 muhafazar." 
al-�a$ri l-yawm , 2007/08/16. Na.6', Sa'id: '"Naglii" tangu min al-mawt itna' 'amali-

yyat l;itan fi 1-Munya." 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2007/08/17a. Fawda, Mul:iammad: "niyabat al-Fayum rul:iaqqiq

ma'a µbiba wa-'daya ' fi 4 waqa'i' l;ican." 
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al-mafri l-yawm, 2007 /08/ 17b. 'Abduh, 'Izz ad-Din: "al-bayt baytak .. Musira I:{anab: 
1:iamalat at-tawa "iyya gidd al-bitan fi 1-garbiyya mi!l 'al-agan fi Maiµ'." 

al-maJri l-yawm, 2007/08/20. Amin, Tariq: "'a�-�il:il:ia' taksif igra' 'amaliyyat bitan 
li-pla! banat fi 1-Garbiyya."

al-mafri l-yawm, 2007/08/23. Amin, Tariq: "a�-�il:il:ia tul:iwil µbiban wa-daya 
wa-1:iallaq �il:il:ia ila n-niyaba li-igra'ihim 'amaliyyat bitan:' 

al-mafri l-yawm, 2007/08/26. Fargali, Mul:iammad: "il:ialat mumarriga ila n-niyaba 
bi-mhmat igra' 10 'amaliyyat bitan fi yawm wal:iid." 

al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007/08/27. Mul:iammad, Mal:imud: "taski:l lagna min nuwwab al-ibwan 
wa-1-mustaqillin li-muwagahat al-aglabiyya fi d-dawra al-barlamaniyya al-gadida:· 

al-maJri l-yawm, 2007/09/02. al-Gundi, 'Abd al-I-:Iukm: "zawg yugbir zawgatahu 'ala 
igra' 'amaliyyat 'bitan' ba'd sana wa-ni�£" 

al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007/09/04a. al-Qaransawi, Sima': "ta'gil da'wa wizarat a�-�il:il:ia 
gidd Yusuf al-Badri 1:iawl man' al-bican ila 6 niifimbir." 

al-maJri l-yawm, 2007 /09/04b. Raswan, Huda: '"a�-�il:il:ia' cablag an-niyaba 'an dayat 
bitan as-sayyida al-mucazawwiga." 

al-maJri l-yawm, 2007/09/07. Nafi', Sa'id: "1:ia�ilac agusµis: gab; 9 1:ialat bitan inat fi 
1-Minya wa-iglaq 4 'iyadac."

al-maJri l-yawm, 2007/09/16. Raswan, Huda: "'Yiinisif ' :  wag' bican al-inat fi mi�r 
mubassir wa-1-qaga' 'ala �-�ahira mumkin bi-1:iuliil 'am 2015." 

al-maJri l-yawm, 2007/10/11 . al-Bui:iayri, Ab.mad: '"qagiyat ra'y 'amm'." 
al-maJri l-yawm, 2007/10/14. Nafi', Sa'id: "mansurac fil-Minya: Tanµwi gidd Tanµwi 

fi fawa'id al-buniik wa-bican al-inat." 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2007 I 10119. al-Ga 'ara, Sal:ir: "l:iilmak ya Sayb 'Tanµwi'." 
al-maJri l-yawm, 2007/10/28. Raswan, Huda: "Musira I:{anab: mu'tamar a;-;ifl 

al-afriqi yu�iq 1:iamla gama 'iyya li-munahagat al-bi tan fi 1-qarra." 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2007/11/19. Raswan, Huda: "waqi'at bitan dramiyya 

fi: 1-Qalyiibiyya." 
al-mafri l-yawm, 2007/11/20. I:{alil, Mul:iammad Mal:imiid: "ad-dawla cul:iarib bican 

al-inat .. wa-lakinna 77,5% min ahali al-Qalyiibiyya qalii 'na'm li-1-bitan'." 
al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007 I 12/13. 'Ali, Wa'il: "l:iamla li-da'm qarar wazir a�-�il:il:ia bi-man' 

bican al-ina!." 
al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007/12/17. Raswan, Huda: ""al-'Awa": al-Islam bari' min bican 

al-inat .. wa-r-rasiil lam yabtin banacahu." 
al-m�ri l-yawm, 2007/12/19. Salal:i, Wafa': "I:{a;µb: as-Sa'iidiyya mahd al-islam 

la ta'rifbitan al-ina! .. wa-mi�r 'ala qa'imat al-mumarisin." 
al-mafril-yawm, 2007 I 12/29. al-Bul:iayri, Al:imad: "bilafbayn sayb al-Azharwa-magma' 

al-bul:iii! bi-sabab fatwa 'ighag al-mugta�aba'." 
al-mafril-yawm, 2008/02/01 .  al-Maligi, Sal:ir: "facwaighag al-mugta�abahal canquguha 

min anyab naFat al-mugtami'?." 
al-maJri l-yawm, 2008/05/16. 'Abd al-Qadir, Mui:iammad: "al-lagna ac-casri'iyya 

bi-s-sa 'b' tuwafiq 'ala tagrim al-bi tan wa-tarfug nasab anifl li-ummihi." 
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